
Ten Habits to Awaken & Thrive

1. Earlier Lighter Dinner 2. Early to Bed

3. Start the Day Right 4. Breath Body Practice

When you eat dinner early, you 

digest your food before bed. You 

burn fat instead of waking up with a 

food hangover. Ideally, try to eat 

dinner before 6:30 PM. Then, close 

your kitchen. Bulrush & floss to 

avoid temptation.

An effective bedtime routine 

guarantees a good night's sleep. 

Reverse engineer your deep rest and 

Strat the day on top of the world. 

After dinner, take a walk or do some 

active chores. Unplug earlier. To 

create a soothing bedtime routine, 

take a bath, meditate, do yoga, 

massage your feet, or enjoy some 

contemplative reading.

"Early to bed, early to rise makes a 

woman healthy, wealthy, and wise."

Night owls, be aware--you will age 

faster and heavier than you want. 

Wake before dawn, hydrate with 

up to 1 quart of water, and poop. 

Now--you're ready for action!

Your energetic body need to be 

aired out every morning--

preferable before you hand it over 

to your mind. Take 20 minutes to 

move, breathe, and sweat. Get 

regular with your movement before 

your coffee to watch your stress 

decrease and your joy increase



5. Plant Based Diet 6. Self Massage

7. Sitting in Silence 8. Healthy Eating Guidelines

9. Come to Your Senses 10. Easeful Living
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We don't mean "raw vegan"--we 

mean "plant-based". Eat more 

plants and you'll feel more alive. 

Eat more plants that your local 

community and you'll feel more 

connected in general. Diversity the 

species you're eating to get more 

nutrient density. It makes you 

smarter and better looking from the 

inside out!

Give yourself a rubdown with your 

hands. You can use oil, dry brush, 

gloves, or naked hands. Awaken 

your inner super-healing powers. 

Practice this habit before or after 

your shower--or both!

Take a few minutes every day to sit 

and do nothing. Let the world go 

by. Exhale your mind. You'll feel 

less stressed. Don't worry about 

getting it right; just give yourself 

some room to let go. Catch a few 

moments of silence at the same 

time very day to build the habit. 

Try this before bed or after Breath 

Body Practices.

Focus on eating 3 meals a day 

without snacking to avoid feeling 

grumpy & unproductive, and to 

avoid gaining weight. Pause. Fast 

on warm water for 3 - 4 hours 

between meals. You'll shift into 

metabolizing your fats, stabilizing 

your mood, regulating your energy, 

and syncing other habits.

Your eyes, ears, skin, tongue, and 

nostrils hold the potential for 

longevity. Start by scraping your 

tongue each morning, oiling your 

nostrils daily, and resting your eyes 

on the horizon or out the window 

throughout the day. 

Flip your switch from stress to 

ease. Choose to relax, exhale, and 

orient yourself toward ease 

through your daily commitments, 

passions, and responsibilities. Ease 

is right there behind the stress. If 

you can't access it, go back to 

Sitting in Silence fora moment or 

two. 

Adapted from "10 Body Habits from Ayurveda + Yoga to Thrive", By Cate Stillman @ yogahealer


